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The kinetics of domain growth in simple spin models quenched from a high
temperature (’D>T ) to a low temperature (T<TC) have received a great deal of
attention inthe~ast 10 years. These spin systems provide a simple model for
ordering processes in real materials (e.g., grain growth [1,2], spinodal
decomposition [3], etc.), Such studies generally show that the correlation
length in the system grows with time as tn, where n is the temporal growth
exponent. In cases with nonconsenative dynamics, n is generally found to be
l/~, Occasional difficulties in obtaining this value (and the corresponding
vblue of 1/3 for conservative systems) in Monte Carlo simulations are often
attributable to finite system sizes (i.e., correlation length not sufficiently
Iargar than lattice siza). In many experimental syatams, however, a growth
exponent less than expected is observed [4]. Frequently, these low exponents are
attributable to impurities in the experimental system. These impurities can take
the form of second phase particles, ●tomic impurities, or lattice defects. At
sufficiently low temperatures, these impurities ●re usually immobile and can be
viewed aa stattc or quanched with respect to tha motion uf domain wa 1s, On the
other hand, at sufficiently high temperatures where tha impurity mobility is
significant, the impurities can diffuse along with the moving domain walls, In
either casa, the impuritian impede domain wall motion, resulting in slower growth
kinetics,

In the present report, W, con8idor tho ●ffects of both static and ‘diffusing
impurities on domain growth kinetics, In particular, we employ Monte Carlo
simulations for nonconservative (Glaubcr) dynamics to examine the effects of
quenchad impurities on domain growth in tha Potts mod*l *’tthvarying degeneracy Q
(2~8) [5,6], Tho effects of diffusing impurities ●re ●xamined within the
framework of the Isfng model (1..,, Potts modal with Q-2) as a function of
Lmputity diffuaivity [7), Finally, ● thooratical analyais of the diffusing-
impurity vosulta is presentad III],Duo to tho limited space available, howwer,
this paper proscnto only ● raviow of our recent work, to which the interested
reader is roferrad for more details [5-8],

The Hamiltonian demcrtbfng tha Q-component ferromagnetic Potts model is written
●s

(1)

wher~ S1 1s th~ stata of th~ spin on slto i (lsSi~), 6A* is thm Kroneckor 6
function, ●nd J is t, positivo constant. Tho summation in uq, (1) is taken over
all rmarast neighbor (F/N)spins on ● two dimensional lattica, Since, in the
pr~sont a:mulation, tho ordar param~t~r is not conmrved, spin.fllp (Glaubar)
dynamics ●ro omployod. ‘l%. Mont@ Cnrlo procedura amployed was made more
●fficient by adoption of the techniqua known ●s ths “n-fold way” [9], In order to
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account for impurities, the normal Potts model is modified to allow OSSi<Q, where
Si-O corresponds to an impurity site [5,6].

The model was initialized by randomly placing Nc impurities with Si-O on rhe

lattice, where N is the number of lattice sites and c is the concentration of
quenched-impurities. The remaining sites were assigned a random value between 1
and Q, During the course of the quenched impurity simulations the impurity sites
were not updated and hence both the impurity positions and concentration were
time independent. The surface (line) energy of an impurity interacting with a
spin on a NN site is the same as the domain-boundary energy between two sites
with S *S ●O. The static impurity simulations were performed on a 200x20CI

triangu%a> lattice for Q%, on a 400x400 triangular lattice for Q = 3 or 4, and
on a 500x500 triangular lattice for Q-2 (i.e., the Ising model). For Q<48,
results of ten configurations were averaged for ~:achvalue of Q and c, For Q-48,
five simulations were performed for CZO.02 and two Eor smaller values of c.

The diffusing-impurity simulations [7] were all performed on the Ising model
on the square lattice, It is convenient to write the Ising Hamiltonian as

H- -J ~ SiSj (2)

where the spins are now Si-tl. As before, impurities corre~pond to Si-O. The
nonzero spins were updated using spin-flip dynamics. The impurity spins, on the
other hand, were updated using spin-exchange (Kawasaki) dynamics, since the
concentration of impurity sites is consetwed. The same spin-updating probability
(W) was employed for both impurity and non-impurity spins, i.e.

w- (D/2)[l+tanh(-AE/kBT)] (3)

whet.eAE is the difference in tha energy of the system following and prior to a
spin update and k T is the thermal energy.

!
The parameter D was chosen as unity

for the non-impur ty sgins, and was assigned a value less than or equal to 1 for
the impurity spins, Since D determines how often impurity and non-impurity site
exchanges are attempted, G is proportional to the impurity diffusivity, The
diffusing-impurity simulations werb performed on 250x250 square lattices at
T-0,08J/k

\
Simulations were performed for Od’)sland 0.003scs0,1. Due to the

large num or of simulations required to examino this two-dimensional parameter
space, only two simulations were performod for each set of conditions,

Several different methods ●ro ●vailablo for characterizing the degrea of order
in the systam ●s a function of time, We have found [7] that rho mean chord
length, L, tho inverse perimeter dorwity, R nd tne lnvers~ square root of t~~

2rk2-i/$, ●ll yield ●pproxima~ely the samesecond moment of the etructure factor,
domain-growth ●xponant, Howavor, the invorsc p~rimoear density <0 was the most
efflcimt to calculate ●nd, hence, will b. ●mployad hare. Noting that, at low
temperature, tho perimeter density is invarsely proportional to the excess energy
(over tho ground-otata energy Eo), we writs

a- -Eo/[c(t)-Eol (4)

whars E(t) is tho onorgy of tho syrtam ●t tlmo t, Sinco the ground.state energy
of tha non-impurity spins 1s a function of the instantaneous impurity
configuration, th~ tima dependonco of E. ❑ust be carefully accounted for,

A, Tho Islng Modal

In Fig, 1, wo show tha evolution of tha spin configuration for the
nonconso,vative Ising modol quenchad from T- to T-O with c-0,005, While clomaln

growth 1s ●violent batwoon 200 and 400 Monto Carlo Steps (MCS), llttla domain



growth occurs between 400 and 2000 MCS. The pinned configuration (at 2000 M(X)
shows fairly ~rregular domain walls. Fig. 2 shows the evolutian of the domain
size with time for five different impurity concentrations. t early times, all

1/!of the curves fall on the same line, corresponding to <~-t , At later times,
however, the curves corresponding to nonzero c flatten out, indicating that tb~
structure becomes pinned. The final domain size R

%
is seen to increase with

decreasing impurity concentration. A double louarit mic plot of Rf versus l/c
(Fig. 3) shows that che final, pinned domain size is inversely proportional to
the square root of the impurity concentration. Such scaling relatio s collapse

‘i!all of the data [5] onto a single curve obtained by plotting In(R(t)/t /2) versus
‘.n(ct).

The micr~structurul evolution corresponding to a quench to T-0.7TC with c-O.01
iS shown in Fig. 4. Unlike for the quenches to T-O, the domain walls in this
case are relatively smooth and considerable evolution of the structure is
apparent between 400 and 800 MCS. The evolution of the domain stze, <D, with
time is shown in Fig. 5 for c-O.1 and quenches to T-O, 0.25J, 0.45J, ().9J, and

1,3J, As for the quenches to T-O, all of the curves collapse at early times.
While the cutves do separate at later times, a well-defined, pinned canfiguratiotl
(<0 - constant) does not occur, indicating thermal activation over the impurity
pinning sites. This activated depinning clearly becomes increasingly effective
with increasing temperature. Attempts to calculate a growth expone~t based on
the curves in Fig. 5 yield exponents which vary with time: in other words, the
system is not executing power-law growth, The exponents measured at the latest
times in the figure increase with increasing temperature (from zero at T-O to
nearly 1/2 at T-1.3J), again supporting the notion of tharmally activated domain
growth.

B. The Potts Model

In addition to the Q-2 (Ising) limit discussed above, the effects of impurities

on domain growth in the Poets model were examined for Q - 3, 6, 12, 24, and &8
[6]. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the microstructure for a quench to T-O with
C-o,ol. Unlike in the Ising model, whero domain wall,jnever cross, Cor Q23 (in
two dimensions), the domain walls meet at three-fold vertices. This results
relatively compuct domains, inThe temporal evolution of the mean domain area (A-R )
is shown in Fig, 7 for c-0,01 with Q - 3, 6, 12, and 2[. Figure 8 presents
similar data, but for fixed Q (4) and varying c, All of these curves show a
slGpa of order 0.5 at early timem and become flat at late times, indicating
pinning, P1.nnin&occurs at smaller domain sizes with increasing Q and c, Plots
of the final, pinned domain size (area) versus the invwrse impurity concentration

(Fig, 9) are all linear, with a slop. that la Q depmdent, An excellent fit to
ail of this data is providad by the following empirical functional form:

Af - (l/c) {3+E/(Q-1)3/2] (5)

whera B is a constant,

When the fmpuritie- aro frea to diffuse [7], throo new ●ffects can occur: 1) the
Impurities can dlffus. Co domain walls, 2) the impurities can diffuse along with
moving domain walls, and 3) the lmpuritios cm cluster. All of these features
can be seen by comparing Figs. 10 and 11, which show the temporal evolution of sn
Ising model on a mquara lattice quonchod from T- to T-O with c-O.01 Arid with D -
0 or 1, rsapoctivmly. Tho mo~t notabla @ffect is that, when the impurity
diffualvity is flnita, tha final ,~rpinned domain size is smaller than when the
impurities hr. ntatic (D-O), Additionally, in tho pinned configuration of the
D-O simulation relatively tow impuritloa ●ro obsarwd in the center of the
domains (I,a,, away from domairl walls), Th eff~ct of variations of D
(di.ffusivi.ty),at fixed c, on the rat. of domain growth is indicated in Fig, 12,
This figurn clearly shows ti~~tincreasing diffusivity leads to earlier pinning at
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smaller domain sizes. Similar results were obtained for all nonzero impurity

concentrations simulated.

A great deal can be learned by examining the time dependence of the density of
impurities on domain walla (see Fig. 13). While the fraction of impurities on
domain walls generally show a decrease with time, the density of impurities along
the domain walls (i.e the numb r of impurities per unit domain wall length)
increases with time, ;ince -J/2 at least at early times, These curves
appear to show a break that occurs ;t later times with decreasing D. This is
most clearly seen in the D-O.3 curve, where the edge fraction initially decreases
with time and then increases. At early times, the domains are small and the
domain-wall cunature is large, and, hence, the domain-wall velocity is large.
When the domain wall velocity is large, the impurities are not able to diffuse at
a sufficiently high veioclty to keep up with the domain wall. However, at later
times, the domain size has grown, the domain-wall curvature and velocity have
decreased, and, hence, the impurities can diffuse at rates sufficient to allow
tha domain walls to sweep impurities. The slower the domain wall, the more
impurities it collects, and, as a result, it moves even slower. This feedback
mechanism results in the catastrophic pinning of domain walls.

To provide some theoretical insight into the above data, we [8] have performed an
analytical analysis of the interaction between moving domain walls and diffusing
impurities for a realistic form cf the impurity--domain-wall interaction energy.
This interaction gnergy is derived within the framework of the modified sine-
Gordon model with either misfit impurities (coupling to the gradient of the ordec
parameter) or elastic-modulus impurities (coupling directly to the order
parameter). This interaction potential is then employed in calculating the
steady-state impurity-concentration profilo about a moving domain wall for
arbitrary domain wall velocity and impurity diffusivity, At low velocities, the
concentration profile is nearly symmet:ic about the position of the domain wall,
As the velocity increases, the amplitudo of tho concentration profile decreases
and the profile becomes increasirtglyasymmetric, The drag on the wall exerted by
the impurities is given by

r‘dra& - - C(U) [-dE(u)/du] du (6)

where c(u) is the steady-state impurity cotlcantration, E is the i,mpurity- -domain-
wall interaction anorgy, and u is tho separation of tha impurity from the durnain
wall ,

Eq. (6) can bc avaluatad ●nalytically and then inv@Lted to yield the steaci;
state relation bctwoon tho applied forca on a domain wall and its resultant
velocity, In tho high-diffusivity/waak-interaction limit, this reduces to a
linear forca-valocity relation at small driving forces, ●n inflection at larger
forces followed by ●nothor linear ragf.on, ●nd, finally, saturation to an
asymptotic ‘/eloci,tyccrrospondlng to the speed of sound in the material (Fig,
144). The inflactfor in the cutve is duo to ● transition from impur~ty-limited
domain-wall motion to ● regima in which the diffusing impurities are essentially
incapable of keeping up with tho domain wall. For strong-impurity-.domaln-wal1
interactions anu lowor imputity diffusivity, this inflection turns into a
bifurcation with both hlgh- ●nd low-f”olocitybranches (Fig, 14b). As the domain
wall is quasi.statically accsloratod from rest, it movos ●long the low-velocity
branch until ● critical forco 1s applied, #fter which tho domsin wall travels at
● velocity determl,nedby the uppbr branch, Sfmil.arly, when the domain wall is
slowed from high velocity it travorsas the upper branch ●nd than discontinuously
moves to th~ lower on. ●t a lower critical, applied forca. Relatively s~mple
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expressions for the critical points on the hyscexesis loop have been obtained in
different limits.

Applicat&on of these results to domain growth in the presence of impurities
confirms the qualitative picture described above (at the end of Section 4).

Following the quench to low temperature, the domain-wall velocity is initially

high due to the large-curvature driving force at small domain size and then slows
as the domain size increases (decreasing driving force). If conditions are such
that the force-velocity relation depicted in Fig. lqb is applicable, the domain-
wall velocity will decrease slowly during domain growth until its velocity falls
below a critical value where it is captured by the impurities and slowed very
drastically, if not effectively pinned. Since different domain walls will be
moving with different velocities during domain growth, the pinning of the system
is expecCed to occur one domain wall at a time until no walls are free. If the
temperature is such that significant domain-wall velocities are possible in the
regime where the impurities are diffusing along with the walls (i.e., the lower
branch), then further domain growth can occur, although with an effectively

enhanced damping. It is interesting to note that, once the system finds itself
in the regime where the impurities can keep up with the domain walls, the

effective bulk concentration of impurities is reduced (i.e., a non-negligible
fraction of the impurities is on the walls), and a moving wall feels a smaller

impurj.cydrag than expected based on the total impurity concentration. It iS
expected that this will lead to a resealing of the steady state.

6. f.mwwms
Recent Monte Carlo simulations on the effects of impurities on domain growth [5-
7] show that, there is a rather abrupt transition fromat low CemPe~~~~$~’ to a pinned state.
normal domain growth (i.e., The mean, pinrwd domain
size decreaues with ncreasing degeneracy with increasing impurity

.l/$, This transition is l%: abrupt and, with increasingconcentration as R~c
temperature, it occurs at larger domain size and later times, When the
impurities are free to diffuse,‘they slow domain growth by diffusing to and
diffusing along with ❑oving domain walls. Increasing diffusivity results in
decreased final domain sizes, at least at low temperatures. A one-dimensional
analytical analysis [8] shows that the presence of diffusing impurities can lead
to nonlineazi:ios and hysteresis in the relationship batween the driving force on
a domain wall and the resultant domain-wall velocity and, hence, non-classical
domain growth exponents.
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